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Editorial Message 

This issue of MINDS newsletter for 2020 is 

late in appearing due to the postponement 

of several MINDS activities and events in 

compliance to the Movement Control Order 

as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Nevertheless, we are happy to be back to 

report on news about our association and to 

feature three inventions related to COVID-

19, namely sauna32, XDBOT and Super 

Pedal. 

MINDS activities that were held since our 

last issue and reported here are IPITEX 

Exhibition held in Bangkok and the ACE 

Workshop held at Pusat Kreatif Kanak-kanak 

Tuanku Bainun, Taman Tun Dr Ismail, Kuala 

Lumpur. 

One article of special interest is Efinity 

Water and two articles of general interest 

are also included, one on the story of butter 

and the other on Leonardo da Vinci’s 

inventions. 

We are still not out of the woods yet as far 

as the COVID-19 pandemic is concerned. 

Therefore, we still need to stay safe and 

strive to stay healthy. 

Dr Leo Ann Mean 

Editor 

Patron 

YAB Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad 
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Bangkok International Intellectual Property, Invention, Innovation, and Technology 

Exposition (IPITEX) was successfully held in Bangkok from the 2nd to 6th February 2020. 

Approximately 1000 inventions were on display. The event was held at BITEC (Bangkok 

International Trade and Exposition Centre) and was organized by the National Research 

Council with the support of the Thai government.  

There were 98 inventions registered under the MINDS banner. However, several teams 

dropped out due to the Coronavirus. MINDS took approximately 90 teams and 270 young 

and adult inventors to Bangkok for the event, making it the largest delegation at IPITEX 

2020.  

IPITEX 2020 formerly began on the 2nd of February 2020 with the opening ceremony. 

Inventions from Taiwan, Singapore, Romania, China, Laos, Poland, Hong Kong, Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia, Canada, India, Japan, and South Korea that were on display at IPITEX 2020. 

Judging was conducted on the 2nd and 3rd of February 2020. Our teams came prepared with 

working prototypes and posters. The MINDS contingent received 15 Gold, 30 Silver and 31 

Bronze medals with approximately 15 inventions receiving Special Awards from Singapore, 

Taiwan, Hong Kong, Philippines, and Saudi Arabia. 

Overall, the teams under the MINDS banner did well, keeping in mind that most of the 

inventors were students from the primary schools. On behalf of MINDS, 6 Special Gold 

Medals were given to international teams.  

We had the pleasure of receiving the Malaysian Ambassador to Thailand, Dato' Jojie Samuel 

who spent close to 2 hours talking to the Malaysian team.  The Malaysian Trade 

Commissioner to Thailand, Mr Norman Dzulkarnain Mohd Nasri also spent some time 

visiting the Malaysian booths.  

To conclude, IPITEX 2020 was a big success for MINDS and Malaysia. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some of the Malaysian delegates during IPITEX 2020 

Bangkok International Intellectual Property, Invention, 

Innovation and Technology Exposition (IPITEX 2020) 

Reported by: Prof Ir Dr Vigna Kumaran Ramachandaramurthy 
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Judges evaluating the invention 

Malaysian delegates taking a photo with Dato’ Jojie Samuel, 

Ambassador to Thailand 

MINDS booth at the IPITEX 2020 
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This year, PKK Tuanku Bainun hosted the Arts and Creativity Workshop 2020 in 

collaboration with MINDS. The event was held at the Temutamu hall, and featured guest 

speakers Mr Alex Tan, Malaysian Author, Mr Hoe Kok Meng, Computer and AI Enthusiast 

and Assoc Prof Dr Mumtaz Mokhtar, UiTM Lecturer. Attended by over 40 parents, teachers 

and students, the workshop provided insights into the world of literature, AI and art.  

Mr Alex Tan recounted his journey into creative writing, and how life experiences and 

decisions moulded his writing style and storytelling. His story helped inspire the attending 

students who dream of becoming a successful author like himself. Next, Mr Hoe Kok Meng 

demonstrated the current capabilities of AI technology and hinted at the future of the 

technology, giving insight into how AI will affect the lives of all children, not just the ones at 

the workshop. Finally, Dr Mumtaz Mohktar gave a beginner's course in visual art techniques, 

showing off the many different ways that artists manipulate the medium and the canvas in 

creating many different ways of expression. She also showed the basics of critiquing art, and 

how one should observe and deduce a painting. 

This workshop is part of the ACE 2020 (5th Arts and Creativity Exhibition), a Write & 

Illustrate competition organized by MINDS in collaboration with Pusat Kreatif Kanak-kanak 

Tuanku Bainun. The theme this year is "Fast Forward to the Future", and selected entries 

will be exhibited at ITEX 2020 and the best winning Story & Illustration will be adapted into 

a short stage play featuring students of Pusat Kreatif Kanak-kanak Tuanku Bainun. 

 

 

 

 

 

Group photo of all workshop attendees 

ACE Workshop 2020 

Reported by: Mr Arsyad Azrai 
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Workshop facilitator, Dr Mumtaz Mohktar  

delivering a lecture on visual art techniques. 

Mr Hoe Kok Meng demonstrated the  

current capabilities of AI technology 

 

Mr Alex Tan inspired the students who attended 

the workshop by sharing his experience in book 

writing. 

 

Facilitators taking photo with MINDS President 

Academician Tan Sri Datuk Dr Augustine S.H. Ong 
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With the Covid-19 pandemic sweeping across Malaysia since February 2020, and the 

expected shortage of infrared (IR) digital thermometers in local markets for screening 

purposes, this motivated me to start thinking of locally manufacturing, and even improving 

existing models. On March 18, 2020 we got together to brainstorm the concept design 

through a WhatsApp group discussion. We invited Mr Darween Reza Sabri, the founder and 

CEO of My Conceptual Robotics (MyCRO) Sdn Bhd, to help us in developing a prototype of 

the IR digital thermometer, which we decided to be called as ‘sauna32’. The said prototype 

was completed within a week, with the casing 3D printed using MyCRO’s own line of 3D 

printers.  

 

Apart from locally manufacturing it, we also agreed that another important objective of 

sauna32 is to produce an IR digital thermometer that is ‘affordable, versatile, and 

accessible’, as per the guidelines set out by the World Health Organization (WHO) in 

developing medical devices for the Covid-19 pandemic. An important research and 

development (R&D) aspect of the project is that we decided to add the capability of 

Internet-of-Things (IoT) to sauna32. By adding a Bluetooth module to the main processing 

chip of the electronics, sauna32 is capable of storing and transmitting body temperature 

data for big data analytics. In other words,it allows us to monitor individual body 

temperature, and this, in turn, could help to develop various predictive models to curb the 

spread of infectious diseases, including predicting ‘hot spots’.  

 

At the moment, there are two main directions for the sauna32 project. The first is to 

crowdfund to produce 500 units of sauna32 thermometers to be donated to various 

underserved communities and agencies in Malaysia. The crowdfunding campaign was 

launched on 12 May 2020 at pitchIN.my. We also agreed to release the design of this 

prototype as open-source, to empower anyone to develop their own contactless IR 

thermometers. Secondly, we have received a small internal grant from UM to fully develop 

the IoT-capability of sauna32. This six-month development work will be led by Assoc Prof Dr 

Nahrizul Adib Kadri from the Department of Biomedical Engineering UM, who will explore 

the collection and analysis of spatial and temporal data of body temperature in selected 

subjects. The collated information will be used for preparation of sauna32 to be marketed 

commercially as a full IoT-enabled contactless IR digital thermometer.  

 

In summary, the sauna32 project hoped to also boost the morale of everyone, particularly 

the frontliners in fighting against the pandemic, that local researchers and the industry is 

capable of rising up to the challenge in these difficult times.  

 

sauna32, Malaysia’s first contactless infrared digital thermometer 

developed in less than a week 

 
Reported by: Prof Dr Ng Kwan Hoong (Life Member of MINDS) 
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Readers may contact Dr Nahrizul Adib Kadri at nahrizuladib@um.edu.my for further 

information regarding sauna32, including potential collaboration. The crowdfunding 

campaign may be accessed at https://bit.ly/SAUNA32 

 

The crowdfunding video may be accessed here: https://youtu.be/HonobXkVHdE 

 

 

 

 

Dr Nahrizul Adib Kadri (top) working with 

Darween Reza Sabri (bottom) in 

developing the prototype 

 

Sauna32 project featured in local newspaper 

 

Dr Nahrizul Adib Kadri holding the 
sauna32 prototype 
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Researchers from Nanyang Technological University, Singapore (NTU Singapore) 

have developed a semi-autonomous robot that can disinfect large surfaces quickly. The 
researchers are planning to have public trials to support Singapore’s fight against COVID-19. 
Named eXtreme Disinfection roBOT (XDBOT), it can be wirelessly controlled via a laptop or 
tablet, removing the need for cleaners to be in contact with surfaces, thereby reducing the 
risk of picking up the virus from potentially contaminated areas. 
 
In this current COVID-19 outbreak, there is a national demand for deep cleaning and 
disinfection services. According to news reports, working hours for cleaners have doubled 
to 16 hours a day due to the manpower crunch. The new robot differs from other 
disinfection robots currently on the market that are primarily intended to clean and vacuum 
floor surfaces and are unable to disinfect odd-shaped surfaces or anything above ground 
level. 
 
Comprising a semi-autonomous control unit with motorised wheels, XDBOT has a 6-axis 
robotic arm that can mimic human movement to reach awkward locations such as under 
tables and beds, as well as doorknobs, tabletops and light switches. And instead of a 
conventional pressure-spray nozzle, it uses an electrostatic-charged nozzle to ensure a 
wider and further spread of the disinfectant, behind and over hidden surfaces. 
 
Leader of the project, Prof Chen I-Ming, a roboticist from the NTU Robotics Research Centre, 

said the XDBOT was conceived when COVID19 cases started to spike worldwide in mid-

February and disinfection efforts were being stepped up at Changi Airport, local hotels and 

hospitals. 
 
“To stop the transmission of a virus means we need a way to quickly disinfect surfaces, 
which is a labour-intensive and repetitive activity,” Prof Chen explained. “Using our new 
robot from a distance, a human operator can precisely control the disinfection process, 
increasing surface area cleaned by up to four times, with zero contact with surfaces.” 
 
Prof Chen is also the founder and CEO of Transforma Robotics, a technology spin-off from 
NTU Singapore. The XDBot was developed by NTU scientists working with Transforma 
Robotics and two other NTU spin-offs, Hand Plus Robotics and Maju Robotics, along with 
help from two industry partners: Asia Centre of Technologies (ACOT) and Tungray Singapore 
Pte Ltd. XDBOT can navigate semi-autonomously in any environment using LIDAR (Light 
Detection and Ranging) and high-definition cameras, while its arm is controlled by a human 
operator – like a tank with a rotating turret. 
 
It can run for four hours continuously on a rechargeable battery pack and is estimated to be 
able to disinfect a surface area of up to four times that of manual cleaning. Recharging its 
batteries takes eight hours at present, but the researchers say this can be further improved 
if quick-charging technology is adopted. XDBOT has been tested in public areas on the NTU 
campus such as the School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, North Spine Plaza and 
the dining area near Canopy K. 
 

XDBOT - Semi-autonomous for precise disinfection 
 

Reported by: Mr Vasanth Elangovan 
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Moving forward, the team is currently developing production-ready version of the XDBOT 
Lite as to support Singapore’s efforts to stem the spread of COVID-19 and in talks with 
several healthcare institutions and hopes to deploy the robot at more public areas and the 
local public hospitals. 
 
*Mr Vasanth Elangovan is a life member of MINDS. 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Upper left(from left)-The NTU research team which developed XDBOT – Bottom row: NTU Prof Chen I-
Ming, Vasanth Elangovan (XDBOT Project coordinator), Middle row: Dr Quek Zhan Fan, Chong Zheng 
Hao, Dr Wong Choon Yue, Ms Pang Ching Wee, Top row: Hendra Suratno Tjo, Dr Albert Causo 
Upper right –Is the all new compact, light-weight XDBOT Lite designed for situations that requires 
regular disinfection everywhere 

The software feature of the XDBOT Lite which makes the robot smart and autonomous. 

XDBOT’s nozzle discharges chemicals with a positive electrical charge 
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On the positive side, COVID19 has unleashed the creative mind, many coming up 

with an array of new inventions. Foot-operated dispenser for sanitizer is one such invention. 

Today, we see many interesting designs being promoted widely, especially on e-platforms 

and the social media.  

However, do you know that a group young kids have invented and showcased such device 

ONE YEAR AGO during ITEX 2019? They are three young children from primary school SJK(C) 

Yoke Nam from Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The trio are William Woo, Liau Zhe Yan and Wong 

Wen Jin, mentored by MINDS Honorary Secretary Mr Myocho Kan, who is also the STEML 

Chairperson of the school. 

Called the Super Pedal, the foot-operated dispenser is much cheaper, neat and stable than 

most designs we see today. This invention earned a Silver Medal at ITEX 2019. It is a pedal 

dispenser for hand soap in the toilet or wash area, with a steady suction cup for firm 

attachment to any surface and hence providing a steady installation without any drilling or 

taping. The invention can also be used to dispense ketchup, chilli or mustard sauce. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Super Pedal Inventors (from L-R) 

William Woo, Liau Zhe Yan, Wong Wen Jin 

YOKE NAM IS AHEAD OF COVID19! 

Reported by: Mr Myocho Kan 
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Five groups of young inventors from SJK(C) Yoke Nam 

 

Inventors in action  Invention applied 
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Many of the marginalized communities living in the rural areas are still without clean 

treated piped water from the government. They have to resort to getting their water 

supplies from the rivers, streams, wells and rain harvesting. The water is often polluted, 

contaminated with dirt and debris especially after a rain fall. And much as they would like to 

have clean filtered water, they were unable to do so because they do not have water 

pressure from their taps nor do they have electricity to run a pump. Without them, those 

filter systems available in the market will not be usable. 

 

The Efinity Water Filter system enables the users to filter water without the need of water 

pressure from the tap or electricity to run a pump. The unique innovation is the pressure 

cap which fit to those normal 1.5 litre soft drink bottles. Air will be pump through one of the 

nozzle on the cap into the bottle to create a pressure chamber which will push the water 

out with a strong force. The water will be directed through a ceramic filter (or any other 

type of generic filter) which will remove the dirt and sediment from the water.  

 

The ceramic filter candle can be easily washed when too much dirt had accumulated on its 

surface. A piece of this ceramic filter candle should be able to last for a couple of years 

under normal usage. A replacement of a new ceramic candle will cost less than RM 25.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Efinity Water Filter – Winner of the STAR GOLDEN HEARTS 

AWARD 2018 

 Reported by: Mr Robest Yong 

2016 Recipient (Teng Yu Mein, Life Member of MINDS) of the National Innovation Award 

from Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation (MOSTI) 
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2016 Winner of the Yayasan Inovasi Malaysia (YIM) 

MaGRIc grassroot innovation competition 

 

Star Golden Hearts Awards 2018 

Link:https://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2018/12/07/how-a-spray-bottle-started-it-all-eureka-moment-while-

ironing-leads-housewife-to-invent-water-filter/ 

2017 Gold medal winner at the International 

Invention, Innovation Exhibition (ITEX) 

 

https://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2018/12/07/how-a-spray-bottle-started-it-all-eureka-moment-while-ironing-leads-housewife-to-invent-water-filter/
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2018/12/07/how-a-spray-bottle-started-it-all-eureka-moment-while-ironing-leads-housewife-to-invent-water-filter/
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Who invented butter?  

We do not know for sure who invented butter. The first reference to butter in our written 

history was found on a 4,500-year-old limestone tablet illustrating how butter was made. A 

Sumerian tablet from ancient Mesopotamia shows rudimentary dairy production. The tablet 

depicts the milking of cows and the making of butter. 

It is believed that the word butter originates from the word “boutyron”, Greek for “cow 

cheese”. However, it may also have come from the language of cattle-herding Scythians, a 

group of ancient tribes of nomadic warriors who originally lived in what is now southern 

Siberia. 

Butter is a dairy product containing up to 80% butterfat which is solid when chilled and at 

room temperature. There is a belief that humans created the first batch purely by accident. 

They could simply vigorously shake a bag of milk with their hands until the milk turns 

into butter.  

Butter Stick 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spreadable Butter   

 

 

 

 

 

In 1867 a man named Luke Moon invented 

the Butter Stick Type during a game of 

cricket. While rushing to butter his scones 

with a knife during the short tea break, he 

was struck by genius, and the Butter Stick 

Type was born. Unluckily for him, his team-

mate Michael Apeness stole his idea and 

created his own company to produce butter 

sticks. 

Spreadable butter is a combination 

of butter and oil. This combination 

means spreadable butter has all the flavor 

of butter but is easy to spread right out of 

the refrigerator. Until spreadable butter 

was invented margarine had the 

advantage of being easier to spread. This 

is no longer the case, thanks to Dr Robert 

Norris and Mr David Illingworth of the 

New Zealand Dairy Research Institute. 

The Story of Butter 

by: Dr Leo Ann Mean 
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In New Zealand refrigerators have butter conditioners to soften butter prior to use. 
Elsewhere in the world butter must be either used at refrigerator temperature which is 
often hard to spread or allowed to warm and soften prior to use. Since the 1970s the New 
Zealand Dairy Research Institute in Palmerston North has been working to develop a butter 
which is as spreadable as margarine.  After much experimentation by Norris and Illingworth 
a commercially viable spreadable butter was invented. It was launched in the United 
Kingdom market in 1991 and by 1997 spreadable butter was sold in New Zealand 
supermarkets.  

Easy Spread Butter Knife 

 

 

In a tropical country like Malaysia, butter need to be kept in the refrigerator. Problem is it is 

hard when we take it out to spread on our slice of bread. Four primary school students 

found an answer. They invented a knife that can be heated and use to spread butter after it 

has been taken straight out of the refrigerator! They won a Gold medal at the International 

Young Inventors Exhibition (IYIE) held in Kuala Lumpur in 2005. The students are Wong Yin 

Xuan, her twin sister Wong Yin Suan, Hay Yan Xian and her younger brother Hay Cheng Feng 

from SJKC Taman Rashna, Klang, Selangor. 
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Leonardo da Vinci  
Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) is famous for his iconic paintings from “Mona Lisa” and “The 
Last Supper”.  Besides being a brilliant artist, da Vinci was also an inventor which his incred-
ible inventions clearly indicate. Some of his inventions are most fascinating. These shall be 
featured here.  

Ornithopter  
Inspired by birds and bird 
flight, Leonardo’s ornithopter 
was operated by flapping wings 
powered by muscle energy. 
Man-powered ornithopters were 
able to fly but only for a short 
while and to short distance only 
due to the limitations of human 
physiology.  

Armoured Vehic le  
Tank was first used only during 

World  War  I  but  the  first 
prototype  was  developed  by 

Leonardo da Vinci more than 500 
years earlier.  Leonardo’s        

armoured vehicle was equipped 
by a series of guns operated by 

the men inside.  The design,  
however, is non-operational as he 

didn’t really want the war       
machine to be built.  

DA VINCI INVENTION 

By: Woo Mei Lyn 
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Self-Prope l led Cart  

Like many other Leonardo’s inventions, this was 
well ahead of his time. No one could figure out 

how it was supposed to work until the late 1990s 
when Professor Carlo Pedretti  realised that it 

isn’t directly driven by the springs but by another 
mechanism that was controlled by the springs.  

Robots  
Leonardo  da  Vinci  built  a  self-operating 
machine called automaton, capable of moving 
without human intervention. He designed 
the so-called robot or mechanical knight, a 
humanoid automaton which could sit, stand 
and move its arms independently.  A few 
years later, he also built a mechanical lion 
that was able to move independently as well.  

Machine Gun 
Leonardo’s machine gun, a 33-
barrelled weapon does not look like 
the modern machine gun at all. It was 
made to fire from individual guns that 
were connected in three rows, with 
each containing 11 guns. Leonardo’s 
machine gun was never built or used in 
warfare. Machine guns began to be 
used  for  battle  only  in  the  19th 
century.  
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